The Sanding Glove®
US Patent # 6,557,178

Sometimes...NOTHING can take
the place of a good old fashioned
hand sanding.
Developed by Virginia woodturner

To use the glove for contour sanding:

Bruce Hoover, this revolutionary new
device can significantly reduce fatigue
while sanding. It will allow the user to
sand in a most natural way with a
heightened “sense of feel”, almost as
if your fingers were coated with abrasive.
Made from quality goat leather, treated to
be soft and comfortable, and genuine
Velcro brand material to insure
performance that will last.

Attach an optional 3 or 5 inch soft interface pad
with

the appropriate

grit

disc.

You

can

now comfortably sand curved and irregular
surfaces with ease. Leaves no flat spots.

How to use The Sanding Glove
To sand any flat or rounded surface:

Quality Full-Grain Goat Leather

For detail sanding areas such as inside
corners or carved edges:

Sizes- XS, S, M, L, XL, 2X - Right or Left Hand

** New! Now available with
an adjustable Velcro wrist closure**
Can be easily used by anyone to sand
almost anything. With the optional foam
pads, use it to sand contoured surfaces.

Makes hand-sanding EFFORTLESS !
Simply attach a loop-backed sanding
®

disc. The Sanding Glove

will hold

Simply attach a 3 or 5 inch grip-backed
®

sanding disc to the Velcro

strips on the

the paper for you. FIGHTS FATIGUE !

palm side of the glove.

No more cramped and aching fingers.

completely so they will not come in contact

Cover the strips

with the surface being sanded and cause

Change grits easily and quickly by
simply attaching disc of different grit.

damage to the strips. Sand in a straight or
circular motion as you normally would.

Attach the

3 inch firm

with the straight

edge

interface pad
toward

your

fingertips. Fold the sanding disc over
the straight edge and apply pressure with
your thumb

to hold the pad and disc.

To sand concave surfaces such
as bowls or chair seats, etc.

To sand a dowel rod with ease, use
a 5" interface pad and disc.

For sanding in small openings
and hard to reach places:

To reach into coves and tight spots
such as the neck of a turned vessel:

Wrap a 3“ disc around just your index
finger (as shown) and work in tight

Attach a soft conversion pad and sanding

places such as small openings on turned

disc to the back of the fingers. Close your

vessels, or in between spindles on a chair.

hand into a fist and sand in a circular
scrubbing motion.

Optional Accessories:

3 & 5 inch soft interface pads
(For contour sanding)
The Sanding Glove Kit

3 inch firm interface pad (For detail sanding)
Loop-backed sanding discs (w/No Holes,3“ & 5“)
Attach a sanding disc by folding it over the
fingertips of the glove and reach into those

On the web- www.TheSandingGlove.com

difficult areas.

Email - sales@TheSandingGlove.com

Sand grooves & coves on moldings:

WARNING !
For Hand-sanding ONLY
TO AVOID POSSIBLE INJURY
Do not use this glove near

PRODUCT OF:

The Sanding Glove®
17252 Big Rd
Bloxom, VA 23308

operating machinery or on a
moving or rotating workpiece.
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